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Are the Distribution of Einstein Crossing Times of Galactic
Microlensing Events Bimodal?
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The observed distribution of a blending-corrected sample of Einstein ring crossing times, tE, for microlensing events toward the 
galactic bulge/bar are analyzed. An inspection of the distribution of crossing times suggests that it may be bimodal, indicating 
that two populations of lenses could be responsible for observed microlensing events. Given the possibility that microlensing 
in this direction can be due to the two most common classes of stars, main-sequence and white dwarf, we analyze and show 
via Monte Carlo simulations that the observed bimodality of tE can be derived from their accepted mass functions, and the 
density distributions of both stellar populations in the galactic disk and bulge/bar, with a transverse velocity distribution that 
is consistent with the density distribution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) one sample tests shows that a white dwarf population of 
about 25% of all stars in the galaxy agrees well with the observed bimodality with a KS significance level greater than 97%. This 
is an expanded and updated version of a previous investigation (Wickramasinghe, Neusima, & Struble, in Mao 2008). A power-
point version of the talk, with introductory figures, is found at: https://sites.google.com/site/rhkochconference/agenda-1/
program.
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1.  INTRODUCTION : ELEMENTARY DETAILS OF
SIMPLE GRAVITATIONAL MICROLENSING

We all know that if a forground object, like a planet 

or its moon, passes in front of a background star we 

witness an event called an occultation. We know also 

that if a distant object in the close vicinity of a star passes 

in front of that star we witness an event called either an 

eclipse, as in a close binary star, or a transit, as in the case 

of a planet orbiting a parent star. However, if an object 

midway between us and a distant star passes in front of the 

background star an entirely new phenomenon is predicted 

by General Relativity, originally suggested by Einstein 

(1936), whereby the background star’s light is magnified; 

this is called microlensing. Light rays from the distant 

star are deflected by the intervening object’s mass, which 

acts as the gravitational lens, such that instead of a single 
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train of photons reaching the observer, many more trains 

of photons reach him because of light bending, hence 

increasing the background star’s brightness manyfold1. 

While theoretically this brightening could be nearly infinite, 

finite source size effects limit how large an amplification 

could occur for very close alignment, but a few microlensing 

events produced brightenings of several hundreds (5-7 

mag). Naturally an intervening single object can only do this 

once, so microlensing is a one time event for this situation. 

Furthermore, General Relativity predicts that there is no 

wavelength dependence for this phenomenon, so events are 

achromatic and can be distinguished from instrinsic stellar 

variability.

The observational consequences of the optics of 

gravitational microlensing were detailed by Paczyński 

(1986). He showed that a combination of the distance to the 

background star d
S
, the distance to the intervening lens d

L
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Earth acquisition is to solve when earth can be visible from satellite after Sun acquisition during launch and early opera-

tion period or on-station satellite anomaly. In this paper, the algorithm and test result of the Communication, Ocean 

and Meteorological Satellite (COMS) Earth acquisition are presented in case of on-station satellite anomaly status. The 

algorithms for the calculation of Earth-pointing attitude control parameters including those attitude direction vector, 

rotation matrix, and maneuver time and duration are based on COMS configuration (Eurostar 3000 bus). The coordinate 

system uses the reference initial frame. The constraint calculating available time-slot to perform the earth acquisition 

considers eclipse, angular separation, solar local time, and infra-red earth sensor blinding conditions. The results of Elec-

tronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) are compared with that of the Astrium software to validate the 

implemented ETRI software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Communication, Ocean and Meteorological Satellite 

(COMS, Chollian) was launched on July 26, 2010 and is 

now in operation successfully (Lee et al. 2011). COMS 

Satellite Ground Control System (SGCS) is developed by 

Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute 

(ETRI), and the algorithm of parameters and events for 

COMS satellite configuration is developed according 

to the document provided from Astrium to ETRI (Laine 

2006).
In the launch and early operation period (LEOP) or in 

the situation where the attitude of a satellite is not nor-

mal, the satellite attitude is not known and thus it should 

be fixed to a specific direction in order to acquire the nor-

mal attitude. The position of the sun is used as the ref-

erences to fix the satellite attitude in a specific direction. 

The sun acquisition refers to the process to fix the satel-

lite attitude with reference to the solar position. Once the 

sun acquisition is completed, the position of the earth is 

kept in the vision of the satellite by adjusting the three-

axis attitude of the satellite with reference to the relative 

position of the sun and the satellite. When the initial at-

titude of the satellite is stabilized, the normal attitude is 

kept by obtaining the field of view (FOV) toward the earth 

by means of the earth observation sensor.

This paper describes mainly the earth acquisition pro-

cess after the sun acquisition in case that the status of 

COMS changes from on-station to abnormal. Based on 

the orbit information for the COMS earth acquisition, the 

article describes the method to search the proper time 

periods considering the constraints for calculating the 

appropriate time when the earth acquisition can be per-

formed following the sun acquisition. In case of perform-

ing the earth acquisition for COMS at the selected one of 

the calculated time period, the algorithm and simulation 

result for attitude maneuver process, maneuver time and 

duration is verified. The actually realized earth acquisi-
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and its mass M, defined an angular circle of radius θ
E 

around 

the lens, called its Einstein radius:

(1)

Since both background star and lens move in the 

gravitational potential of the Galaxy, the relative velocity V 

across the line of sight (los) crossing θ
E
 produces a unique 

light curve. Its two independent fitting parameters are its 

amplitude A, which depends on the impact parameter of 

the intervening object across θ
E
 (i.e on the closeness of 

the alignment between observer, lens, and source), and its 

width, called the Einstein crossing time tE, i.e. usually 2 θ
E
 

divided by the los velocity (some early papers used just θ
E 

divided by V). This simple case assumes the background 

star is a point, the lens is a point mass, and the relative path 

of the two is a straight line, so the resulting light curve is 

symmetric.

Alcock et al. (2000, Fig. 10) plotted the distribution of 

microlensing events toward the galactic center; their semi-

logarithmic plot has a distinctly bimodal appearance2. Using 

a mass model for the galactic disk and bulge/bar, they also 

provided a comparison of the distribution of tE with four 

stellar mass models proposed to be responsible for them: 

a δ-function at 0.1 M
⊙

, a δ-function at 1 M
⊙

, a present day 

Main Sequence mass function (Scalo 1986), and the Han & 

Gould (1996) power-law model with specific parameters. 

Each of these models produce a unimodal fit which did not 

match the observed distribution well.

 A and tE are the only two parameters derivable from 

the light curve of microlensing events with symmetric 

light curves, so we do not know explicit values of θ
E
, d

S
, d

L
, 

M or V  for any of them without additional observational 

data, which is fairly meager. To date, there are only two 

photometrically identified lenses, and in both cases each 

is an M dwarf (Alcock et al. 2001, Kallivayalil et al. 2006), 

indicating that Main Sequence stars contribute to the 

observed tE distribution. In two other cases the lens mass 

is only inferred from a slight asymmetry in the light curve 

due to parallax effects induced by earth’s orbital motion. In 

one case, the lens is asserted to be either a white dwarf or 

neutron star (Alcock et al. 1995), and in the other case, an 

event with a long tE (640 d), a black hole (Bennett et al. 2002, 

Mao et al. 2002).

2. OUR SAMPLE OF CROSSING TIMES

Values of t E for large sample of some 400 events of 

stars in the direction of the Galactic Center have been 

obtained by the Massive Compact Halo Object (MACHO), 

Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) and 

Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA) projects 

as of 2008. Typically these are derived from microlensing 

lightcurves whose amplitudes are statistically detectable 

from comparision of pre- and post-microlensing brightness 

of a given background star. However not all are usable 

because of the fact that starfields toward the galactic center 

are very crowded and cause an observation selection 

called blending. If a microlensed background star has stars 

superimposed along the los near its image, the baseline 

value of that star’s luminosity cannot be known without 

additional processing, resulting in measured tE values that 

are systematically shorter than in actuality. Corrections for 

blending pares down the large sample to about 160 events 

that provides a clean sample of tE values. Three samples 

of blending-corrected events are provided in Alcock et al. 

(2000) for the MACHO experiment, Sumi et al. (2003) for 

the MOA experiment, and Sumi et al. (2006) for the OGLE 

experiment.

3. METHODS

From Eq. (1) the equation containing the unknown 

variables yields:

(2)

We generate tE via Monte Carlo simulations assuming 

density and velocity distributions for the Galactic bar and 

disk, with stellar masses selected from known distributions 

of both main sequence and white dwarf samples. Each set of 

generated distributions is then compared with our observed 

distribution via a Kolmogoroff-Smirnoff (KS) two sample 

test.

Distances d
S
 and d

L
 are selected from standard Galactic 

disk and bar models, which are summarized by Han & 

Gould (1995). For the disk R0 is the solar distance, ρ
0
 is 

the density in the solar neighborhood, and s and  z’ form 

a system of cylindrical galactocentric coordinates, with 

exponential scale lengths for both radial (s
D

) and z-direction 

(h) components of the disk:

(3)

1See power-point presentation cited in Abstract for a cartoon of this situation.
2See power-point presentation cited in Abstract.
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For the triaxial bar with central luminosity density υ
0
, and 

scale lengths x
0
, y

0
 and z

0
:

(4)

where                                                            

(5)

In these coordinates the galactic center is at the origin. 

Note that Alcock et al. (2000) assume that d
L
 is drawn 

from the disk component while d
S
 is drawn from the bulge 

component; we make the assumption that that both d
L
 and 

d
S
 can be drawn from either component as there is no strong 

a priori reason to assume otherwise.

Transverse orbital velocities of lens and background star 

are computed from a standard galactic rotation model of 

Han and Gould (1995), which is consistent with the density 

distributions above.

Masses are chosen from observed mass function of Main 

Sequence and white dwarf stars. For main sequence masses 

a combination of Scalo’s (1986) initial mass function and a 

rapidly falling three segment power law form of Kroupa et 

al. (1993) were used:

(6)

We have not modeled alternative Main Sequence mass 

functions (log-normal distributions) for low mass stars per 

Chabrier (2003) or Bochanski et al. (2010), nor included 

sample events with tE < 2 days, implying a mass component 

of interstellar Jupiter-like planets (Sumi et al. 2011).

Gaussian distributions of both DA and DB white dwarf 

mass functions of Kepler et al. (2007), with the following 

mean masses and their dispersions, were used:

(7)

4. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows our observed sample of blending-corrected 

tE and one simulation from our model that mimics the data.

The KS two-sample test was used to see if the two 

distributions had been drawn from the same parent 

distribution. For any acceptable agreement two mass 

distributions were essential. We find that the white dwarf 

contribution should be as high as about 25% to explain the 

data well. Out of this contribution, we needed about 86% 

DA and 14% DB dwarfs.

There was very poor agreement if all the source stars 

were chosen only from the bar. This is contrary to Alcock 

et al. (2000) who had taken all sources to be in the bar. Our 

analysis shows that 90% of the sources come from the bar 

while the rest must be drawn from the disk population. 

Excellent agreement was obtained for all the lens distances 

chosen equally from the disk and bar populations.

The KS test indicates that our simulations agree with the 

observed distribution with a significance level > 97%. Our 

analysis shows that the possible bimodality of tE could be 

due to 25% white dwarfs and 75% Main Sequence stars. This 

is consistent with other estimates of the white dwarf mass 

contribution to the Galaxy (Binney & Merrifield 1998).

Fig. 1. Observed tE distribution vs. simulated distribution.
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